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Although the Maine Campus is dated on Thursday of
each week, the actual mailing date has been late for the
past weeks because of mechanical problems in the new
offset printing press at the University. Delay in receiving
your paper is not the fault of the 'post office.
It may he some time before the new press is operating
smoothly. In the meantime, we are doing our best to
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circulate the paper as soon as possible.

A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing University
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Sunday ETV will offer live, timely,
color shows and 'public television'
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rosh at Orono,
arsity rifle, at
a.m.
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country, Old
.no, 10:30 a.m.
, at Vermont,

A Sunday ETV seisice will he Ford Foundation. Heading the and an Emmy Award.
Aside from Morgan and Westin,
initiated November 5 when Maine's distinguished team will be Edward
P. Morgan. chief correspondent for P.B.I.. will bring to ETV the taleducational television stations present Sunday evening programming . P.B.L., and the program's pro- ents of a number of other wellknown broadcasters and journalfor the first time on a regular basis. ducer As Westin.
Morgan is one of broadcast ists. Ti.,,, Pettit will be P.11.1..'s
Stations offering the new service
include University of Maine sta- journalism's foremost commenta- West Coast Correspondent. Robert
tions — Channel 12, Orono; Chan- tors and political analysts. A vet- MacNeil will he the London cornel 10, Presque Isle; Channel 13. eran newsman who has covered respondent. Base Dugan is the
world events for more than three national correspondent. Pettit and
Calais; WCBB, Augusta.
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Art Department Head Vincent A. Hartgen ha, been cited for his accomplishments in the field of visual arts as one of fise Governor".
Award recipients for contributions to the deselopment of a strong
cultural ensironment in Maine. liartgen's award was presented for
"the femur with which you have communicated this dedication (to art)
to others" and for his untiring efforts to promote the University of
Maine's Traveling Art Shows for school children. "This program, accomplished through sheer determination, has entered into areas where
before there was nothing," the citation read. The award oas designed
especially for the Maine State Awards for the Arts by Castine Sculptor
Clark Fits-Gerald.

Highlighting the Sunday evening ETV schedule, which begins
at 5 p.m., will be the innosation
in "public television," P. B. L.
This Public Broadcasting Laboratory experiment in the use of television will bring to the Maine ati.
dience a comprehensive review of
national awl international affairs;
hard hitting investigative reports;
excursions into the arts and literature and features on education,
science, humor and satire. The
programs will be "live," timely, in
color, and originate from around
the country and even overseas as
the situation warrants. The 8:30
p.m. Sunday broadcasts will be
seen weekly through the middle
of May.
P.B.L. will involve the teamwork of a staff of more than 1114,)
people to produce the programs
under a $10 million grant from the

decades, Morgan has been a Unit.
ed Press correspondent, a reporter
for the Chicago Daily News, and
most recently one of the top correspondents for the American
Broadcasting Conipany. His series
oi. ABC. sponsored by the AFLCIO is believed to have had the
longest single sponsorship in radio history. Morgan has received
the Peabody Award, the Dupont
Award, and the Overseas Press
Club Award, among others.
Westin is also well-known as a
broadcaster and journalist. He recently left CBS to produce RBI.
While with CBS. he was responsible
for "The CBS Morning News."
"CBS Reports," "The National Citizenship. Health. and C'urreni Events
Test" and other outstanding broadcasts. like Morgan, he too is an

MacNeil formerly were correspondents with NM: New5, while Dugan
was with I Its Nt•M• for mans
the publication field,
sears. I"
P.B.L. will bring Robert McCabe
formerly of News%eek; John Os.
nriundsen, once with Look and
The New York Times; and Joseph
Russin, also a former Newsweek
editor.
.1 he Public Broadcasting Labo-

ratory is a division of National Educational Television, operating on an
independent basis. Program content
will be established by Westin and
his staff and approved by members
of the P.B.L. Editorial Policy
Board. This board includes Norman
Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review, William P. Rogers, former
Attorney General of the United
States, and a number of experts
award winner, having received two from the country's institutions of
Peabody Awards, a Sylvania Award, Nigher learning.
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Editor's note:
On Tticolas. October 17, the
first session of the student Senate convened.
This is the first of ...sera1 articles in which the slain,. Campus
will eNplore the gosernmeittal
structure of our camp'', e will
try to present the underlying
problems it faces hy highlighting
the vies... of students. faculty and
administration as to the effectiveness of our goserning bodies and
slays of improt mg them.
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by Mike Levine
The Student Senate i. presently
an assembly of representatives of
• the student body. Their purpose is to
legislate. In their rote as a student
government, they may instruct
changes in University rule, ::hich
are then submitted to the Faculty
• Council and then to the Board of
Trustees for final approval—much
like our present federal structure.
They have still another functions in their role as • student
activities organization, they try to
kindle an "off.camptis" monosphere on campus, a. well as
organise student events oich a.
rallies, homecoming. and Maine
Day.
This is usually done through committees. One such committee is the
Political I yceurn Committee Its
function is primarily to institute
programs of general interest to the
centering
faculty
students ana
around events with political overtones, such as the war in Vietnam.
Civil Rights, etc. To date, their

efforts have brought Barry Goldwater and Mark Hatfield to the Uni-

versity.
But, not all committees of the

make changes in University rules.
We can. however. suggest changes
which are then presented to the

Senate are formed to present events
to the Unisersits. A good many of Faculty Council. We have a seat
Council to lend
these committees are used primarily on the Faculty
proposals. So far,
as investigatory branches, which pre- weight to our
sent their findings to the Senate who to my knowledge, we are the only
school that does allow representa, on them.
in turn act,
tion by students with a scat on a
In their function, these corn.
'until "
mittees differ little with similar
"This was not the case at one
committees of the State and Fedsaid
time,"
John Stewart, Dean
eral government except for one
of Men. "I remember when, due.
very important aspect. They are
ing
orientation,
the faculty never
open to every University student
met with the students. Any rules
anti faculty member to join and
proposed by the faculty were to
are not just limited to members
be accepted by the students withof the Student Senate. Another
out question."
important point is that the chairlast year the Senate laced a
man does not hale to be a senator.
This is still another means for the considerable amount of contradicstudent body to voice their opin- tion from the student body as to
representative
ions and bring their problems to their effectiveness as a
of the students. There were even
the attention of the Lniversity.
the Senate
whether
There is yet another way students question., as to

can be heard. They are allowed to should be dissolved or not. These
make proposals directly to the Sen- questions are still being discussed.
"I feel the Senate should be
ate for consideration without first
dissolved and • more effective
going to their Senator.
"It is preferred, though, that
he (the student) discus, hi, priiiikms with his respective Senator
Instead of voicing it to the Senate
himself. That is the reason we
bother to hold elections for Sena•
tors, so that they may represent
the voice of his constituents ...
but the students can directly address the Senate," explained Senate President, Jim Turner. He further added, "The student body
has an effective voice on the campus but their using it to the fullest
is the biggest problem we (the
Senate) are faced with."
Mr. Turner also stated. "We can't

representative body should be established," said Larry Moskowitz,
a member of SDS and presently
a senator.
Is the Senate an effective body on

campus?
"I feel we arc presently contributing • great deal of worth on
campus," countered Jim Turner,
"but we are limited financially on
how much we can do, and ... the
students should show more inter.
est in their Senate."
Dean Stewart added "...by the
evidence of the many committees
presently formed. I definitely do
feel that the Senate is effective "

Moonshot

Moonshine on print: this
photograph of the lunar stir•
face w Its !liken t hrottig II the
universit,'a 8-inch refrai tor
teleacope. See story on page
nine.
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Westerman ,sites gym
conditions asinadequate

lion being Intoned to the freshman
Memorial Gymnasium and
"We have a dangerous and vola- present
class and set there are mort• than
constructed in
was
House
Field
tune
present
tile situation at the
133 students in sonic classes for
1926, through funds raised by
and two years from now it will be
the one gym floor asailahle.
alumni, to proside a program for
explosive."
even more
to meet the needs of the univera total enrollment of less than
Are these the words of a large
sity community, it will be necessary
today
campus
Orono
The
2,000,
city's mayor pondering the tense
to remodel completely the existing
has some 7.000 student and unicivil rights situation there? Or a
some facilities and add new ones to inanticipate
officials
sersity
Pentagon official discussing furclude several basketball courts,
8,500 by 1970.
ther peace marches? Not- at all.
out that handball, squash, tennis and gympoint,
also
Westerman
The quote is from Harold Westerareas, room for physiotherapy
the Memorial Gymnasium and the nastic
with
man, Director of Physical Educano longer are used ex- and corrective studies dealing
House
Field
Tniversity
the
a regulation and Athletics at
for physical education and the professional program,
clusively
of
speaking
MNs
of Maine and he
size swimming pool
athletic purposes. He cites its use tion Olympic
conditions at the Orono campus
to Westerfor university concerts, class regis- and ice arena, according
brought about IN-cause of the
tration, graduation exercises, school man.
Lack of adequate 'physical educaexacting
and
"The tensions
dances. Boy State activities, clinics,
tion facilities.
and study habit. of our students of togatherings
alumni
conventions,
Westerman can back up his asday Jr.- much greater than ever
examinations.
sertion that a Volatile situation does
neces- before. They need to hose an opvitally
are
these
of
"All
exist at Oiono. He cites a concert
a place to relax
sary to our university community pot•tunity and
which was held at the Memorial
these demands upon through exercise as individuals
howeser,
life;
3.500
Gymnasium at which some
There most
the facilits and the pressure of in- anti as learn member..
student, attempted to crowd into
energy
creased enrollment continually de- be an outlet for plissical
accommodate
will
an are•i which
.1..11 a rhea. 01.111”.11111,-.• for phs.t.
• for our allIV
crease the t
doormen
both
defying
only 2,200.
are somewhat
programs which are so essential to cal actisity,
for a
and policemen.
tht• over-all educational curricu- confined to the indoors
nisersity officials hope that this lum and well-being of the stu- pet•iod tmf fist- months, these insituation will be allesiated through dent," N4 Vbierman adds.
door 1111.1 II;ties are essential,"
a 111-% physical
the constructi,,,,
We hay,: had to cut down on Westerman declares.
. Th. our programs. we have not been
building at Or
Vet-Neuman is emphatic in deedueat
find step to prostyle the building able to initiate proper programs claring that the University of Maine
• at the ,.s collar 7 ref- and we can't encourage students to provides the poorest facility for
will c
erendum election when soters of participate in recieational activities physical education. intramural, and
the state will act on seseral ques- because we simply dont have the recreation of any state university
he knows, yet because of the unition.. including Question Four facilities." Westerman continues.
which seek. 16.320.0110 for stosen
Ile cite. these examples: A gym sersily's location, the needs are
nisersity
I
the
benefit
to
locker
projects
greater than any of the others for
class of IOU boys using one
of Maine.
room because others arc lwing indoor facilities.
Citing the key needs of student
Some 5E900010 is sought for
used; u• mans as 130 to 200 boys
the construction of the new physical
waiting to use shower. and loekers health and morale. Westerman
education building. This would be
when there is only room for 50 in warns that before the first brick of
part one of a three-part plan for
any one portion of the building; any new facility could be placed,
construction with project extending
hos., in gsm clothes running front the university community will have
over six years with an expenditure
their dormitories to the gs mnasi- grown up to 10.000 people with
Fedum in the middle of winter for 5.000 of them men between the
of five to six million dollars.
phy.ical education classes because ages of 18 and 21.
eral funds should provide approxiof
half
one
.-11re iliffieult to believe that we
the, don't hase the time to wait
mately a million and
would not be willing to provide
for showers and lockers to becorm
this amount.
adequate phssical education facilasailable; required phssical educa
According to it tostertnan, the
ities for these students. They are
cooped up in bedrooms, classrooms, and labs with no place to
go except to seek recreation by
leaving the campus in automobiles, frequenting night spots or
getting into trouble on the campus," the U.M Athletic Director
concludes.

JUST SAY:

CHARGE IT

at BEN SKLAR'S

For the FASHION MINDED:

Greek chiefs

This year's WC Executive
Board members are, from
left: Ben Russel. Van Terrell, Mike McInnes. Greg
Johnson, and Doug Stewart
(absent).

New committees to build.
stronger Greek unity

Under the leadership of Mike
McInnis. newly elected president of
Inter-Fraternity Council. all committees are working to make the
I.F.C. a strong and unified part of
the fraternity system.
The I.F.C. has a strong Executive
Council comprised of first vice
president Van Teiiell, Phi 5.11:
Delta. second vice president Greg
Johnson. Sigma Chi. treasurer Doug
Stewart, Phi Eta Kappa, and secretary Benjamin Russell. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
The I.F.C. met late in the summer and formed a new, workable
committee system directly aimed at
fraternity problems relations and
system objectives.
The first step was to expand the
roles of the house mothers, making
them an integral part of fraternity
functions. Secondly, the I.F.C.
tackled its pledging and initiation
problem. They formed the Pledge
Council chairmaned by Doug Stewart of Phi Eta Kappa. This council is made up of the house pledge
Delta Zeta has tea
trainors. The first meeting was very
beneficial as each trainor was willOn Wednesday, October 25, Delta
ing to admit his program's faults
Foundeis'
its
held
Sotority
Zeia
and share constructive, modern
Day Tea in the Coe Lounge of the
ideas At the next meeting a clinical
Memorial Union.

psychologist will be present to offer
ideas and analyze programs. A
panel of sophomores will also be
present to evaluate the past year's
programs. The leadership of this
committee should modernize pledge
training and informal initiation
practices.
alea developed by
The
I.F.C. is the Scholarship Council
made ep of the individual house
chairmen. Their function is to improve faculty relations. They are in
the process of coordinating a weekly
faculty member invitational dinner.
A fourth innovation is the Sorority-Fraternity Relations Committee.
Its function is to coordinate programs, share ideas and build a
stronger Greek unity. A fifth come
mince under Chuck Webber is currently making plans for the establishment of two new fraternities.
This year's Greek Weekend is
being planned by the Social Com"
mittee under the chairmanship of
Keith Rowe.
Chuck Martel's Rush Council is
tackling the ATO and Beta reactivation. The I.F.C. is doing everything
possible to get the best for them
and allowing them an early rush in
order to acquire a working membership.

Coffee House drama
"Waiting For Godot" presented
by the Colby drama group will be
The Coffee House entertainment
Friday. November 3 at 8:30. The
doors will be closed at this performance when the house is full.
The Coffee House will be closed
for repairs from November 4 to 9.
November 10 and 11 will be benefit
nights with admission charged in4
order to pay for the necessary repairs.
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NOV. 6-10

Stand up and be counted
in Boss Weejuns!

These striped bonded orlon dresses are great Available
in a wide selection of assorted stripes. Sizes: S. M, L.
Only $1200

BEN SKLAR INC.
OW TOWN

Be o bog number on campus ... ask for Boss
Weeiunszmoccasins at your nearby college store
or shoe shop. Only Boss makes Weeiuns.
Main St.,
G. H. Bass & Co.,
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Swingin' group

tlave you e‘er heard the -liar-11 Island "I rub phis
• has re‘aitipeil their at• •: ems.
This outstanding fours
Ike
... They ore. I
they are billed. **The New Arida
•:% :mil her
left": Rick Enter.'. Ilan 31ercier. Leiame NIET..'

On Sunday, November S. the
Memorial Union Activities Board
will present the first of three free
concerts scheduled for November.
Featured in the first concert will
he the New Addition. formerly the
Marsh Island Frio plus One.
Alter their successful appearance
doting the Union Open House at
the beginning of the year. SWAB
is bringing the group hack for a
repeat performance. .The concert
will be held in Hauck Auditorium
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. Unlike
their concert at Open House, the
audience s.ill not he Aimed to
,IL in and *nu .11 MAI. It is a
complete 1550 hour show.
-I he incinhcis of the group are
McKinney :Ind his wife,
Tim
1.eanne. Matt Meicer. and Rick
Finery-. Jim. I eanne. and Mail are
iniginally from Portland and began
he Portlighters-.
singing there as
lint is currently teaching at Higgins
Classical Institute. Matt is a junior
hew at Maine and might be remembered by some as the young
boy in the "Fantasticks" juoduction
two years ago. ihe fourth member
of the poop, Rick, is from Brewer,
and is also a junior at Maine.
The concert will include•various
types of singing from folk music

e.pouee, Jim.

Entire campus open

to soapbox privileges
by William Yates
The _Lovejoy Quadrangle hasn't
moved physisalty. but it is no
longer the center of free speech
activities on campus. A recommended policy statement. issued by
0,e, University administration this
summer. opens the entire outdoor
campus to any form of expression
of opinion by students, faculty
members, and their invited guests.
'The only limitations are that normal
University functions may not be
disturbed, nor mav the free flow
of traffic be disrupted. Individuals
wishing to use outdoor facilities
have the responsibility of informing
the chief of campus police of their
plans. Inside facilities that are used
for scheduled meetings are also to
be available on a non-discriminatory basis, to be scheduled through
the proper authorities.
Dr. Austin Peek. Vier-President
for Academic Affairs, commented
that the Losejoy area "was no
longer the right way to go about
the molter.- Reiterating sections
of the new polks. he said the
primary purpose of an academic
community is to search for truth.
Indispensable in this search is
the freedom to think and speak
as one wishes.
He further noted that the University of Maine is implementing
this new concept with a review
board. Specially, the Board of Free
4ISpeech and Assembly has been established to cover all eventualities
that might arise in connection with
the rights to exercise freedom of
speech and assembly. as well as
the University's efforts to prethese rights. The Board is

composed 01 .is members, two each
front faculty, administration, and
student body. All members will
serve two-year terms, except this.
this first year; student members shall
be a junior and a senior, and one
faculty and onc administrative
member will serve for a year each.
The other two members will each
serve a full two-year term. In following years, he Student Senate
will elect a junior each fall, to
seise a two-year term. Faculty
members are selected by the Faculty
Council. while administration members are selected by he President of
the University. Neither faculty nor
administration members may serve
on the Free Speech Board and the
Committee of Discipline at the
same time.
The new Board will serve to
advise those whose responsibilities concern implementation of
policy, sees. a. an appeals board
for those who feel that by the establishment of prior restraints the
spirit of the new polies has been
violated, and semi. to review,
of alleged improper use of and
response to the right of free
speech and assembly and to make
recommendation. to the appropri•
ate individual or body. By publishing its decisions, the Board
will establish a body of precedents,
to be used as guidelines in similar future eases.
Dr. Peck believes that the idea
of a review board is good, because
it provides a channel of two-way
communication, and serves as a
forum for discussion. He noted that
Maine is one of few schools ro provide such a body for discussion of
free speech and assembly problems.

USING YOUR FULL POTENTIAL?

(a)
BEAR's
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The Staff of the Testing & Counseling Service
may be able to help you

Attention Holdouts
We know that there are more than 2200
faculty and students on the U of M Campus.

Or

Call 866-7977

AutInbon Society film
A nature film of outstanding
utsality will he presented by the Penobscot k.'alley Seetion of the Maine
Audubon Society Friday. Nov.
3 at the Vine St. School in Bangor
at 7:3(1 PM. Naturalist cameraman picture in color an array of
suing desert personalities, making
this a program of interest EO young
.Ind old alike. The public is most
welcome to attend. Refreshments
will be served,

overnight
case

So here is our second invitation for your Cutler's
Personalized Credit Card.

DATE ISSUED

Cutler -8s
Merit and Women's Apparel and Foots eat
Old Town, Maine
60 North Main Street
CREDIT CARD
EXTENDS CRE' r PRIVILEGES TO,

\e
OC)
sg`
SIGNATURE
EXPIRES ONE YEAR FROM ISSUE DATE

All you have to do is fill out the application below and bring it or send it to:

Cutler's
60 North Main Street
Old Town, Maine

Please send me my Cutler's Personalized Credit Card.
Name
Campus Address
Home Address

Come to 102 Education Building
M.C.A.

to folk-rock. Some of the songs on
the program are: "Dancing in the
Bay
Francisco
Stiects". "San
Blues". "Ode to Billy Joe", "Seven
D.itfodils". and "When Sunny Gets
Blue".
'Die concert is open to the general public and everyone is urged
to come and enjoy a two hour musical interlude at the first formal
the New Addition,
concert

Signature

You get one with every
bottle 01 Lensine, a
removable contact lens
carrying case Lensing.
by Monne is the new,
all purpose solution
tor complete
contact lens care
I.E .
It ends the need
for separate
solutions for
wetting, soaking
and cleaning your
lenses It's the
one solution for
all your contact
lens problems

1ENSINE

for contacts

Orono,
Page
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Arts Fest

"The only cats worth anything are
the cats who take chances. Sometimes
I play things I never heard myself."
--Thelonious Monk

"Don't keep forever on the
public road, going only where others
have gone. Leave the beaten track
occasionally and dive into the
woods. You'll be certain to find
something you have never seen before."
--Alexander Graham Bell
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Antarctic peak named for

Artist attends coffee

- Winters exhibit closes Zoology . faculty
"As an art student in Chicago,
found equal delight in the El
Grecoes,
with their great variety
ir
of values and subdued contrasts,
and the Matisses, with their bold
flat patterns and brilliant statements
of color. These two approaches,
disparate as they are, became
powerful influences in my work."
The Denny Winters Exhibit presently displayed in Gallery One of
Carnegie Hall illustrates the success with which Miss Winters has
incorporated these two artistic
ideas into her paintings and collages. Friday. November 3rd, an
informal Coffee from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m. will mark the closing of the
Winters show; present at the
Carnegie Hall Coffee will be
Denny Winters. Students are cordially invited to attend; both coffee and conversation are free.
▪
Born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Denny Winters studied at the
Chicago Art Institute and the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts. Her
work has been exhibited in the
• Museum of Modern Art. the Art
Institute of Chicago, the Los Angeles Art Museum, the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts Center, the
Levitt Gallery. the Rehn Gallery,
and the Paris Gallery. A resident
of Rockport. Maine, Miss Winters
has exhibited at the University of
Maine in 1957, 1959, 1963, and
1967, at Northeast Harbor in
1960, and at the Maine Art Gallery

Arts Festival in Bangor
The Third Annual Art Festival
of Bangor will preview November
4th at the Jewish Community
Center in Bangor, Maine. Following
the "Patron's Night" preview, the
exhibit. featuring numerous originals by outstanding artists, will be
open to the public until November
8th. The show, produced by Vincent A. Hartgen. Head of of the
University of Maine Art Department, and sponsored by the Woo men's League of the ..ewish Community Center, will include a
"Young Collectors Gallery." selling
original graphics well within the
range of a college student's bud.
•
get.

in 1960, The University of Maine
Art Collection includes three large
paintings by Denny Winters, currently displayed in the lounges of
Androscoggin Hall, `fork Hall, and
Penobscot Hall. The prizes Miss
Winters has received for her art
work are numerous; she is presently one of the nations foremost
female artists.
Miss Winters' creativity, however.
, not confined to painting. Her
artistic endeavors include costume
designs for the Samuel Goldwyn
Production "North Star", set designs for the Duke Ellington Production "Jump for Joy", costume
desigAs for the Colorado Quarto
Centennial, stage management of
the Colorado Conquest Banquet.

puppeteer tlesi gr.!, for the Baird
Marrionettes. and set designs for
th
Bill
Ha raid puppet show
"Snarky Parker".
Denny Winters is a teacher,
ceramist, etcher, lithographer,
serigrapher, illustrator, and wife
to write Lea rhetz.
Professor . Incent A. Harlgen.
Head of the Art Department and
host of the Carnegie Hall Coffee,
describes Miss Winters as "easy to
get through to", a liberal-minded
individual willing to discuss her
work whether it is applauded or
abhorred. Miss Winters is greatly
interested in young people. says
Prof. Harigen: she is eager to meet
University of Maine students at the
Coffee I' rida

member

for the National Science FoundaA mountain in Antarctica now
tion. Jones was head of "le Antbears the name of University of
arctica Program office for NSF
Maine zoology department faculty
when Dearborn was there.
member Dr. John Dearborn who
spent 25 months in the region beA graduate of the University of
tween 1958 and 1961 as a member New Hampshire in 1955, Dearof two National Science Founda- born received his master's degree
tion-supported expeditions.
in zoology at Michigan State UniThis is the second Antarctic land- versity in 1957 and his Ph.D. at
mark to be named for a U. of M. Stanford University in 1965. It
faculty member. Previously a gla- was while he was a graduate stucier was named for Geology Prof. dent at Stanford that he made two
Harold Borns who has also spent trips to Antarctica as a research
considerable time there on geologi- assistant studying marine animals.
Before coming to Maine in the
cal research.
Dr. Dearborn was notified that fall of 1966 Dearborn was an NSF
the U. S. Board on Geographical postdoctoral fellow at the Museum
Names had named the mountain of Comparative Zoology at Harfor him by T. 0. Jones, divisional vard University from March, 1965,
director of environmental science to August, 1966.
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MAINE'S
GREAT STORES
• SPORT COATS
• FARAH AND
HAGGAR
SLACKS
• BOSTONIAN
LOAFERS
• ARROW SHIRTS
• CONVERSE
TENNIS
• PARIS BELTS
• LONDON FOG
COATS
• LAKELAND
COATS
WE INVITE YOUR
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If Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen,he'd be remembered today.
Scripto's new Reading Pen makes what you write cas- new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-11p. Get the re- I
ter to read.That's why Script° calls it the Reading Pen. tillable Reading Pen for SI . Refills come in 12 colors.
It's a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold. AN ailable in a non-refillable model for 39e. Write with

Not a fountain pen, not a ball-point, this is an entirely Scripto's new Reading Pen. You'll be remembered.

".es. fiber top
from

the year of the mule
by David Saltman
(C.S News Corresoen(lent in Paris)
silence now, it is obvious that if Wilson is going •
to lose the election on the Vietnam issue—an
issue that doesn't even belong to him—he will
change his stand.

Europe has always trusted international opinion to be strong enough to change any country's
unpopular policy. So Europeans are now a
little confused when they see almost the entire
world protestiag American involvement in Vietnam and the war widening anyway.
Two recent speeches accented this growing
isolation of the U.S. from the world's good
graceS. The first, in the United Nations, was
made by Sardar Swaran Singh. the Indian Defense Minister.-The second was in Paris. made
by Pierre Mendes-France. the former chairman
of the French Assembly. It certainly wasn't the
first speech in the U.N. demanding an unconditional end to the bombing of North Vietnam.
But it's significant, in that Singh adds his protest
to those of a number of other countries considered friends if not allies of the United States.
Holland. Denmark. Norway and France—all
NATO members—have bitterly attacked Johnson's Vietnam politics. Canada, Indonesia.
Sweden. and Ethiopia have taken similar positions: that the U.S. must take the first step
towards peace. Mr. Mendes-France said pretty
much the same thing. but his tone was much
sharper than Mr. Singh's. He called the bombing "absolutely unjustifiable." and ga‘e homage
to "the proud people of (NorihI Vietnam."
His unequivocal language will no doubt be received with a heavy heart in Washington, where
the State Department types predict an "apresGaullisme" controlled by the Federation of the
Left, whom Mendes-France represents.

c;)

51

As for Hanoi, it seems clear that they won't
"indicate" anything until the American elections are over in Novemher, 1968. If they agree
to neeotiate before that election, and talks begirt. President Johnson is sure to win by running
on a "don't-switch-nelotiators-in-midstream"
platform. This must be intolerable to Hanoi.
which trusts Johnson as much as he trusts

.

to tick or to tock....
that is the question

"nervous Nellies."
Glancing at the rest of the world: one student
killed, 745 injured, in an anti-war demonstration in Japan; U.S. Navy ship quarantined in
Turkish port for fear of anti-U.S. rioting; 70
Italian Communists defect to pro-Chinese party
because their pro-Soviet party isn't stiff enough
with the U.S. on Vietnam: a second Buddhist
nun burns herself to death in Sa Dec. Vietnam.
This kind of stuff doesn't raise an eyebrow any
more.

•

Well, OK, so the foreigners don't like the
U.S. What about them red-blooded Americans.
who fought two wars in defense of peace? A
New York Times survey this week says "public
support for the Administration's conduct of the
war in Vietnam has declined measurably in
recent weeks, with increased sentiment for less
military action and more negotiation." Gallup
polls continually show Mr. Johnson slipping
because of his conduct of the war. On a given
day you can get one half-million people around
the country to demonstrate against the wat
(like this April 15). The number of dr:if!
dodgers in the States, as well as the number of
deserters in Europe and Vietnam. is risin,.
sharply. Walter Lippmann and the New York

At this writing there are only three countries
left in Western Europe who haven't formally
protested the U.S. conduct of the war. Ireland.
whose Foreign Minister. Mr. Frank Aiken. has
always acquiesced to anything the U.S. did:
Moro's Italy. for whom NATO is "a way of
and finally Groat It. itain

Times are against the war.
12:10—all at the
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LiEtter2
ashamed
o the Editot •
of
1 am in hiding in the state
Georgia. This. I thought. was a
good place to he if you are an
alumnus of the University of Mame
and your friends read the sport
pages of newspapers.
Howeser thtngi went badls the
U of M played the Citadel v. htsh
is very big down here They played
what was loosely referred to as a
game of football After this game.
I had to scrape the college sticker
on the window of my car off with
le wouldn't
a razor blade so
point at me
This wasn't awful enough. My
wife graduated from the University
of Vermont and by some nuke obtained the score of the UVM vs
UM game She began to laugh at
me She laughed at mc the same
way she did the first time I let her
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ON OP
PROUPI4C..
DON 1"
WP LAKE

THEM!?

Of these three "silences." Washington is
undoubtedly happies; 'thew Britain's. But last
week, the Labor Party began to lean on the
Wilson government to "dissociate itself completely" from America's war. The same day.
National Opinion Polls of Britain said that the
Wilson government's popularity was at its lowest since the last general election in March.
1966. NOP said that if there were an election
ternorroq. the Wilson government would get
whipped.

Mr. Johnson says the nation backs his war
effort.

4

Mr. Johnson is wrong. The U.S. has lost the
support of NATO. it may lose Britain's support
soon, it has lost the support of Senators Ful-

gr

bright. Gruening. Morse, Mansfield. Church.
McGovern. Morton. Kennedy. Cooper. Case.
Percy, Javits and Symington, with more to come.
Dozens of Congressmen oppose the war vociferously. The U.S. has been attacked in the
United Nations by Communist and non-Communist, friend and foe alike. It is not a winning
war.

Maybe Wilson will continue his support. He
ignored last year's Labor call to "bring all
pressure to bear on the U.S.A. to Tnd the war."
But sionificantly. this week. Foreign Secretary
George Brown said the British Government
-detests what is happening in Vietnam." He

It may he the Year of the Goat in Vietnam.
hot it's the Year of the Mule in the Whit

added, no doubt for Washington's benefit, that
he didn't feel Hanoi had indicated that it would
respond to a bombing halt. Despite his stolid
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your obviously anti-war editorial, I
contend that U. Maine's Homecoming Halftime was perhaps the most
impressive and worthwhile ceremony I have ever witnessed at a
football game.
When usually I would be fighting
my way through a crowd to the
"Puckerbrush Special". I stopped
and listened and watched
In a ceremony far from "disgusting", 1 thank the bandleader,
the ROTC Rangers, and those
eleven men.
To the Editor:
Richard S. Prone
To interject a patriotic note into
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ATTENTION S
navy blue jacket
metal buttons.
collar was stolen
October 21. An
where-abouts cunt
100 Stevens Hall
show appreciation.

!

agreeing

if Wilson is going•
ietnarn issue—an
to him—he will

, that they won't
American elec6S. If they agree
,n. and talks besin by running
s-in-midstream"
rahle to Hanoi.
Ii as he trusts

To the Editor:
I wish to voice my agreement
• with the editorial signed C. P. The
right of dissent is the basis of
liberty. On the other hand to
harangue and maliciously slander
those whose opinions and actions
offend you is the basis of intolerance. It must be remembered that
the slander of the left is just as undemocratic as the conservative intolerance of the right. Both extremes have been expressed in the
Maine Campus recently.
Martin Bailey

H. M. GOLDSMITH

,04a."4

antiwar?

To the Editor:
Today the positions pro and con
on the U.S. involvement in Vietnam have pretty. well solidified. The
minds are all made up and most of
Id: one student
the demonstrating and verbal abuse
ar demonstradoes nothing more than reaffirm
quarantined in
the previously agreed upon opinion,
both pro and con.
rioting: 70
Much of the anti-war feeling
-Chinese party
started out as a protest against this
n't stiff enough
specific war and not as a protest
cond Buddhist
against war in general. Gradually,
Dec. Vietnam.
•
• due perhaps to continued frusti.n eyebrow any•
tion with the knowledge that "nothing 1 can say will alter the war",
Many protesters grew disillusioned
with everything military. Now we
don't like the
have the protests against all activity
: ed Americans.
that is or seems to be. military, or
• of peace? A
in sympathy with military views.
k says "public
Let's face it — the military esonduct of the
tablishment is a fact of life. The
teasurably in
United States is not going to disband and eliminate the military
iment for less
from our lives and government. Our
tion." Gallup
culture cannot exist for any period
nson slipping
of time without a large and powerr. On a given
ful military establishment. Thus,
s -ople around
constant military influence in ciinst the war
vilian life is going to continue and
ber of draft
anyone who calls for an end to it
is, frankly, all wet.
he number of
The current Vietnam scar is a
M. is risity
nasty, unpleasant, dangerous busie New York
ness. Perhaps we should never have
gotten involved in it. That's tough.
we are in it and there is no pleas• ant way out.
acks his war
Immediate and total withdrawal
is unlikely and unfeasible. Immediate and total involvement
equally unfeasible. Our superioi
. has lost the
•
firepower
has stalemated the war
ain's support
and could win it in a military sense,
Fulnators
•
but that would not end the war.
- Id. Church.
It is easy. and coro enient to
•.per. Case,
blame individuals such as Johnson
or McNamara. but the gap between
ore to come.
proclaiming instant solutions and
e war vocicarrying out workable solutions is
eked in the
truly vast.
• non-CornThe simple truth is that much of
t a winning
the written and verbal fireworks
over the war are merely harmless
toys designed to south the ruffled
egos of insignificant by-standers.
n Vietnam.
The actual powers governing the
the Vs'hite
war machinery and this not intended to imply a massive conspiracy) function aloof and
luminated by the denunciations and
counter - denunciations, demonstra/S
tions
hulls and counter-demonstrations
that needlessly excite so many.
•
•
)+N
)
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FOR SALE: 1963 VW
Engine in excellent order. New
muffler, 4 new tires. Located at
Sunaco Station opposite Brewer

police station
after 6:00 p m

Call 947-8166

ORONO: Located very near
campus, for female only-warm
attractive room. Call 866-4007.

'versify of
r sing rate
one (201
et-limns 5*
<0q h
/
C, Orono

ATTENTION STUDENTS: A
navy blue jacket with red lining,
metal buttons, and a racoon

collar was stolen Saturday night,
October

21.

Anyone

knowing

whereabouts contact owner in
WO Stevens Hall. Rewards to
show appreciation.

GRACIOUS LIVING IN THE HOLIDAY MOTIF—EXQUISITE COTTON LACE OVER TAFFETA
WINNER GETS (1l014F
OF DRESSES

6553

Last Week's Winner: Judith A. Homstead
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Ousted fmternities to reopen Geneti
•c specialist states
with clean slate next year L. ..,11111.. not dangerous

The Interfraternity Council voted
unanimously to pull behind Alpha
Tau Omega and Beta Theta Pi in
their reinstating period. IFC President Mike McInnis said that the
IFC Rush Council (made up of
the House Rush Chairmen and an
IFC Chairman Chuck Martel of
TKE) is helping the Beta's and the
ATO's organize their rush programs. The IFC voted to allow the
two fraternities to start rushing on
November I, three weeks before
the other fraternities. During this
time, both ATO and Beta will be
holding smokers in their houses
and visiting freshmen in the dorms.
McInnis stated that even men from
the IFC will be helping them rush
in the dormitories, "so that each

freshmen will be introduced to the
challenge and tremendous benefits
to be derived from organizing their
own house'

by Bob Burnett(CPS)

ATO has already signed eight
men. Skip Smaha, transfer from St.
Michael's College, was elected president of the new ATO organization.
Beta has four of their brothers
moving back into the house next
fall. Both houses are looking for
real leaders from tha freshman
class to pledge and actually "form
their own house, running it the
way they want to". "Both houses
are in tremendous physical shape
and are financially stable, giving
the freshmen a clean slate with
which to start out."

-If you have taken LSD, don't
worry," says Dr. Jose Egozcue, a
genetic specialist at the Oregon Regional Primate Center, "The drug
is not dangerous as recent publicity
has led people to believe."
Egozcue is considered, along
with Maimon M. Cohen, State
University of New York, as one of
the country's most knowledgeable
LSD researchers. Ile has often
been quoted in the American
press, though he says that many
of the warnings sounded against
LSD by national magazines are
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GAZEBO?
We've got a garden of FLOWER POWER!
We've got the BAWDIEST buttons!
We've got INDIA incense!
We've got POP-ART pillows!
We've got CARVED-OUT candles with HOT-COLOR holders!
We've got PLUMED pens and a WHIRL of wall decorations!
We've got PSYCHEDELIC posters!
We've got ALL SORTS of papier mache items in glorious colors!
We've got . . . well, we've got just about EVERYTHING you need to turn your
dorm room into a KALEIDOSCOPIC, PSYCHEDELIC world of COLOR and
IMAGINATION.

alarmist and false.
"I don't think LSD will cause
anyone to get leukemia," he said,
"and as long as a mother does not
take the drug during the first
months of her pregnancy, her child
is not likely to have any serious,
drug induced abnormalities."
Not everyone who has taken
LSD sustains chromosome damage. "LSD, if taken in small
doses, about 150 mics, rarely
causes broken chromosomes,"
said Dr. Egozcue. Ile said that the
number of trips a person has
taken is probably not important,
it is the size of the dose which
determines the amount of damage, if any. "LSD is not addictive," he added, "but it can be
habit forming, like tobacco."
Dr. Egozcue, a young man who
is not afraid to ansuer trkthfully
some of the questions which plague
LSD users, is a pioneer in the field
of relating chromosome damage to
SD.
Ile is a well known personality
to Portland's drug-using community, both hippie and straight, because he ha. circulated among
them. taking blood samples out of
their arms. So far oser 80 people
have volunteered blood. Their
LSD experiences vary from only
one trip to more than a hundred
LSD trips.
"Fm looking for chromosome
damage." he said. "and LSD does
cause at least one chromosome,
Philadelphia one, found in circula;mg blood cells to become broken."
This condition bears some resemblance to leukemia but is not
leukemia). "As far as I know,
Philadelphia one breakage will not

cause any permanent or lasting
damage." He added that the condition would probably disappear in
about ten years after the last LSD
dose
Dr. Egozcue is one of the few
researchers in the country to take
blood samples from LSD users
"from off the street." "I sample
people who take drugs just for a
kick; most LSD research is done
on persons who take the drug under laboratory controlled conditions. I get a much bigger
variety."
Dr. Egozcue comes off as an
honest man. As a medical researcher he is convinced his work
may be a valuable contribution
toward unlocking the "secrets" of
LSD. He is scrupulously careful in
his experiments, as only one man
who loves his work can be. To the
blood
who
people
volunteered
samples, Dr. Egozcue has prover
he can be trusted to keep their
identities anonymous.
"I wouldn't take it myself," he
said of LSD, but he believes the
dangerous aspect of the drug has
been greatly inflated by many
popular periodicals. Ile said, "No
one is sure how much damage, if
any, the drug causes in brain cells
and nobody really knows, in the
brain, what is psychological and
what is physiological."
He said there could be a relationship between "bad trips" and
brain cell damage but nobody
really knows. He said in his own
field, chromosome research, his
work is still in an infant stage. At
any time he might discover evidence
that I SD does do permanent or
serious damage to humans.
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Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"

▪

(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")
and also at the

-GAZEBO
THE GATES GUITAR SHOP
'
the gazebo is a psychedelic paradise't0
Come and take a took at our little paradise.
it's a happening!
28 Mill Street, Orono

The prices are designed to attract your patronage.
The lesson program is handled in a competent and serious manner.
It is just a short walk to the Gazebo from campus.
This is a guitar shop, not a music mart—the services are specialized: geared
to the needs of the beginning or professional guitarist.
The repairs are performed in a professional manner by an experienced repairman. His background includes work on Martin. Gibson and Guilds as well as
other brands. He comes from a shop in Philadelphia which has handled repairs
for Phil Oaks, Pat Sky, Richie Havens, and other notable entertainers.
Intelligent instruction books have been selected for those who wish to teach
themselves.
The shop is small, not a neon and tile extravaganz2. The atmosphere is friendly
a chair.
.ind visitors who just want to drop in and talk music are welcome to pull up

0

0

I
Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what" It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite" It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring Instant refreshment
To any campus riot! O00000h-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
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and Son in 1900. The scope has a
maximum magnifying power of
710X and a minimum power of
88X; with a reduction to 40X with
a special attachment.
Weather and season permitting,
the students who operate the observatory. try to show visitors Jupiter. Double Star. the Moon. Saturn.
Andrometer Galaxy. and Ring
Nebular. Also, daytime visitors
can view the sun through a special
attacninent which filters out 9e,';
of the sun's heat allowing only
to reach the lens.
The students who operate the
observatory report that it now receives an average of eight visitors
each night. They anticipate an increase in visitors, which will, hopefully, prompt the University to appropriate $364) for a clock drive
for the telescope. A clock drive
would adjust the telescope auto•
matieally for the earth's rotation
and thus prevent constant adjustment by students. It would also
make it possible to lake time exposure shots through the telescope.
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Debate team places
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College, and Lisinas College.
The crowning event of the tourTwo annual events marked the nament was the awarding of st
week-end of October 27-28 for plaque for best negative speaker
"Maine- debaters. The first of in the varsity division to Gary E.
these events was the Boston Univer- Smith.
sity Debate Tournament, held Fri-Maine's" final record w a v
day and Saturday. The University seven wins, five losses, while she
was well represented by an affirma- tied for seventh out of eighteen
tive team of Bob Reidamn and Sue schools in the entire tournament.
The University of Vermont will
Hart, and a negative team of Joe
Pietroski and Gary E. Smith.
host a varsity-novice tournament on
On the affirmative side Bob and November 17 in which our debaters
Sue took wins from Ursinas Col- will participate.
lege and Brooklyn College, but
The second event of the weekbowed to Wesleyan University, the end was the annual high school deU. S. Merchant Marine Academy, bate workshop held here at the uni_Hunter College, and Queens Col- versity. About seventecn schools
traveled here to participate in
kiteQueens College gave Gary and cussions and debates on their naJoe their only loss. They were tional topic, and listen in on an
triumphant over Brooklyn College, exhibition debate and panel disthe U.S. Merchant Marine Aca- cussion presented by University of
demy. Wesleyan University. Hunter Maine faculty members.

by D. Johnson

Sprite:

AR!"
„)

All star gazers and fellow celestial observers are invited to use
the facilities of the University observatory located between the Memorial Union and the cow barn —
the small. white domed building
with the red light over the door.
The observatory. which prior to
this year was available only by
special permission to students doing
projects for astronomy or photography classes, is now open from 7
to 9 every evening. Duncan Moore.
a junior Arts and Science student.
is in charge of the visiting hours.
The observatory presently houses
a small meridian telescope and an
8-inch refractor telescope. The
former is not available to students
only because nobody knows how to
operate it. The refractor is run by
Duncan Moore and fellow students
who were instrumental in getting
the observatory opened to the
public.
The 10-foot high scope was built
for the University by Alvan Clark
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SKI JACKET
Pro-Type —
Smooth Outside
Washable Nylon Oxford

•
•

Dacron Quilted Lined
Hidden Hood
Zipper Front - Belted
with Magnetic Buckle
Black - brown - green - blue

$19.95
Coffer's Alen's Store
OLD TOWN

Looking for excitement, romance,
and intrigue? But you say you
have to stay on campus and
finish school? Then do the next
best thing. Take a job with the
CAMPUS! Right now we have
openings on the editorial and
news staffs and in the advertising and business depts. You may
not find love, fame, and fortune
but you will find working for the
CAMPUS rewarding and stimulating. But you say, what about
fringe benefits? If it is fringe
benefits you want then it is fringe
benefits you will have, like a satisfied id and feeling of prestige
and your name up in type. So
hurry. Come in today and leave
the rut behind.

S.

Orono,
Orono, Maine, November 2, 1967
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OFFICIAL

NOTICE

THE SPRING SEMESTER PRE-REGISTRATION
SCHEDULE IS AS FOLLOWS:
November 6-13
November 6- 13
November 6- 10
November 6- 17
November 6-20

Arts and Sciences
Business Administration
Education
Life Sciences and Agriculture Technology

pick up regisARTS AND SCIENCES—Freshmen and sophomores
seniors in
tration material in Room 100 Stevens Hall: juniors and
offices.
heads'
department
their
EDUCATION—Freshmen pre•rcgister in orientation class with
which
advisers. Upperclassmen will he sent pre-registration material,
Education
is to be turned in to the registration clerk, in the foyer.
Building.
. may be picked op in the
TIME SCHEDU1 ES and supplement,
Registrar's Office.

-NOTICEAll students graduating from 2, 4 or 5 year programs
must make an appointment for their PRISM SENIOR
PORTRAIT. Sittings begin Monday. November 6 in
Fernald Hall above the old bookstore.

Fall college scene

Surveyingour
College folk are a Curious lot,
especially curious about what others
of their kind are doing and planning
in schools across the country. With
this in mind, we look eagerly at
innovation!, at other institutions of
higher learning.
Bowdoin College in Brunswick.
Maine. has announced the appointment of a special committee which
will develop and supervise an
institution-wide program to seek
and attract "able students of
diversified and interesting talents."
It will be known as the Special
Committee on Student Recruitment
and intends to do something about
the scarcity at Bowdoin of nonNew Englanders. Dean's List members. musicians and Latin honors
candidates.
A change in the regulations concerning class attendance will allow
all Lafayette College seniors in
good academic standing to have
unlimited absences. This liberali•
zation of attendance regulations
for seniors was made because it is
felt "seniors presumaNy don't need
the prod of required attendance to
do their work the way freshman
and sophomores do." What about
Juniors, Lafayette?
Linden% ood College in si h.alcs
Missouri. has put int..

UNIVERSITY STORES
"Majoring in Service"

NEW

BOOKS ON MAINE
3.95

Eliot Porter: In Wilderness is the Preservation of the World

1000

Knowles: Along the Maine Coast

695

Pike: Tall Trees. Tough Men

10 00

Maine & Its Role in American Art
Rich: The Kennebec River

395

Wilkins: Last of the Saddle Tramps

495

Hubbard: An Old New England Village

295

Joy: The Kennebunks

495

PANASONIC

1

St

new academic concept that includes
a completely different division of
the school year and a totally revised curriculum. The new curriculum. called the Four-One-Four
Calendar, eliminated many course
requirements and established several senior synthesis courses. It
consists of a fall term of 14 weeks
ending just before Christmas, a
short term of four weeks in January and another term of 14 weeks
in the spring. Students will take
four courses in each of the long
terms and one course in the short
one.
A Massachusetts college. Williams,
has found that students who indicated academic promise on College Board Scholastic Aptitude
Tests are less likely to survive college competition than those with
low SAT scores who performed
well in high school. Williams is
now at the half-way point in a
experiment.
admissions
ten-year
1 his study involves a selection of
students
unacceptable
otherwise
who comprise lOQ of the freshman class and are divided into four
categories: "overachievers", "underachievers or late bloomers', those
whose interest is directed overwhelmingly to one particular field
and students whose particpation in
extracurricula activities of various
natures outshone their academic
result,
Conclusive
performance.
have not yet been determined but
William,
at
the administration
strongly feels that "College Board
scores are much less important
than high School performance."
Also graduation statistics for the
10% group are roughly equal to
those of the regular students.
commission composed of
A
students, faculty, alumni and parUniversity
Wittenberg
ents of
students has been formed to analyze and 'evaluate the "Campus

•m

peers
Climate". The president of the
Springfield. Ohio, school stated
comthat the general goal for the
mission would be to make "a careful assessment of the campus
climate at Wittenberg. including its
impact upon the effectiveness of
the academic program." Interesting
as this idea sounds, Wittenberg
cannot take credit for introducing
a totally novel concept on the colprogressive
Other
scene.
lege
schools, like the University of
Maine. have embarked on similar
evaluative studies. Remember the
Course Evaluation Booklet?
Faculty members of the political
science department at Albion College have developed an introductory
course in political science which
they feel is an answer to "political
illiteracy" in today's citizen. The
course has been designed to study
the dynamics of the political sysconstitutional
than
rather
tem
structures of the state. There is no
text and only one examination, the
final. A dozen paperbacks constitute the required reading list and
each .student must do a research
essay on a subject of his choosing.
Each student is expected to be informed on current political ev.ents
for discussion.

•

RO
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Haruard Prof
to give lecture
about galaxies
Dr. Harlow Shapely, Professor
Emeritus of Astronomy of Harvard
University, will deliver a public
lecture "Galaxies and Mankind" on
November 8 at 7:30 P.M. at 120
Little Hall. He is sponsored by the
University Christian Movement, an
ecumenical activity made up of
Maine
the
of
representatives
Newman
Association,
•Christian
Episcopal
the
Apostolate. and
Church and the Hille for this occasion.
Dr. Shapely was from 19251952 director of the Harvard Observatory. Since 1952 he has been
lecturer on cosmography at Harvard
University. He has published many
books, most recently "Beyond the
Observatory" and over five hundred
technical scientific articles. In the
field of astronomy he is credited
many discoveries, among
with
which was the measurement of our
galaxy and the location of its
center.
This lecture is part of a series
of lectures and events the U.C.M.
plans to bring to the University of

•

▪

Physics Colloquium
Daniel G. Lawrence. Jr , a graduate student in Physics, will discuss

IN IN Al IT%
IN PERFORMAN(
IN VALUE

A complete line of PANASONIC RADIOS, TELEVISIONS. AND TAPE
RECORDERS NOW AVAILABLE AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!

"Design and Construction of a
Microwave Spectrometer" at the
Physics Colloquium this week. His
talk will be delivered at 4:10 p.m.,
Friday, November 3, in room 141
of Bennett Hal).
•

ATTENTION STUDENTS, PARTICUIARLY
SOPHOMORES

"niE IRAVELINER"

THE HARWICH"

••THE REMINDER"

Model R-1597
Solid State AC or Battery
Powered AM Portable
All Transistors
$19.95

Model AN32
Smartly Styled Portable
TV with 75 sq. inches of
viewing area.
$79.95

Model RQ-103S
All Transistor C a ps a 'Drive Portable Tape Rc
corder - AC or Batteri
Powered
$39.95

THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES AND MANY MORE
ON SALE NOW AT YOUR UNIVERSITY STORES.
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All students preparing for teaching regardless of college
must apply for admission to the Teacher Education Program
before the end of their sophomore year. Obtain applications
from your advisor or the Information Desk, College of
Education.
Passing an English Proficiency Examination is a requirement for preliminary admission to the Teacher Education
Program. In no case will a student be enrolled in student
teaching until he has passed the English Examination. The
Fall administration of this examination will be held Saturday.
December 2. beginning promptly at 9:00 a.m. in Hauck
Auditorium and will take approximately two hours to complete.
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BC Eagles claw Bears
by Mike Scanlin
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Hodding Carter III, editor of
the Delta Democrat-Times, will be
the principal speaker for /he annual Newspaper Day dinner Friday
evening. Maine newsmen will be
guests at the dinner meeting in the
Hilton Room, Memorial Union, at
6 p.m. Newspaper'Day will begin
at 3 p.m. with an open house in
the journalism department at Lord
Hall.
Carter has been on the Orono
campus since Monday morning.
October 30, as the journalism department's Peter Edes Visiting
Lecturer. The visiting lectureship
was begun last year in order to
bring newspapermen from other
parts of the country to the U.M.
campus to discuss ideas with students. This year's visiting lecturer
is financed by a grant from the
Maine Daily Newspaper Publishers
Association.
Carter joined the staff of the
Delta Democrat-Times in 1959, after
graduating from Princeton Univer-

sity summa cum laude and spendBlack Bear blunders contributed
ing two years in the U.S. Marine heavily to the )6 - 0 trouncing the
Corps. He became managing editor Boston College Eagles handed them
in 1962 and editor in 1966. In 1961 Saturday. Eagle Brendon McCarthy,
he won the editorial writing award a taloned fullback, also had a hand
of Sigma Delta Chi, honorary (and both feet) in the Maine loss,
journalism society, and was a Nie- racking up three 1 as and setting
man Fellow at Harvard University a career rushing — record for BC.
in 1965-66.
The may hem began in the first
period following a blocked punt
The author of one book, "The by Jim Caton.. of BC. Teammate
South Strikes Back." Carter has McDonald smothered the hall on
also contributed to four other books the 4-yard line, and two plays
and has written a number of maga- later McCarthy stood in the end
zine articles.
zone. The Eagles missed the pointHe is co-chairman of the Missis- after attempt to make the score
sippi Young Democrats, the state's 6-0.
only fully integrated political orLater in the first quarter a bad
ganization, and served in Washing- pass from the Blue center landed in
ton as a speechwriter with the the Maine end-zone, and quick
Democratic Committee during the Catone covered it for the second
1964 Presidential Campaign. Cur- TO. The Eagles successfully opted
rently he is serving on the board of for two, to make it 14 - 0.
directors of Mississippi Action for
The neat BC kick-oll to Maine
Progress, an anti-poverty organiza- turned into a iumbk recovered by
tion with Head Start centers in 24 the Eagles on the Blue 17. Mccounties serving 6.500 children.
Carthy again found the end-zone
after five plays. Another point.
alter made it 2141.
Lally in the second petiod the

ROTC battalion posts
earned by Maine cadets
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Cadet Colonel Robert Cobb has
been chosen to take command of
the First Maine Cadet Brigade, it
was announced by colonel John S.
Gerety, Professor of
Military
Science. Cobb was selected on the
basis of his academic record and
the leadership qualities that he has
exhibited during his college career
and at the 1967 ROTC Summer
Camp at Fort Devens, Massachusetts. Cadet Colonel Cobb is also
President of '[he Twentieth Maine,
the University Military Honor
Society, and a member of the
Senior Skulls.
Earning positions on the Brigade
Staff were Cadet Lieutenant Colonel
Ralph Titcomb Executive Officer;
Cadet Major Douglas Burdick, AdrAant; Cadet Major Walter Stinson, Operations Officer; Cadet
Major Sumner Wright, Supply
Officer. and Cadet Captain Jeffrey
Bubar, Public Information Officer.
Top Battalion positions went to
Cadet Lt. Colonel Thomas Green,
Commanding Officer of the First

Peter
Battalion. Cadet
Major
Viehweg serves as the First Battalion Executive Officer. Cadet
Captains John Godfrey, Peter Rad1101,.11,1 Molt.' till Ow
sky.
maining First Battalion Staff posiCadet
Li Colonel Timothy
tions.
...,...el has bcen
mander of the Stanger Battalion.
Occupying Ranger Staff slots are
Cadet Major Mark Anderson,
Executive
Officer, and
Cadet
Captains Albert Lagasse, Stephen
Guptill and James Flynn.
Appointed company commanders
within the Brigade were Cadet
Captains Paul Noyes, Terry McCann. John Fahlgren, Dennis Burgress, and Scott Bryant. Cadet
Major John Lacadie has been
elected Commanding Officer of
Company M-I2 Pershing Rifles.
Serving as liaison men between
the Cadet Brigade and the Cadre
are Cadet Colonel Gerald Barnes,
Inspector General, and Cadet Lt.
Colonel Benjamin Haskell, Assistant Inspector General.
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field, but ii
Eagle 22.

petered out at the

The BC subs appeared after the
third period score and played the
reaiaining game, scoring twice
in the final quarter. The Bears
were blanked 56-0 as they just
couldn't seem to get an offensive
working. End Gene Benner left
the game early in the last quarter
with an injury, as did fullback
Bob Farrell. Yanush limped off
the field in the final stanza to
really plague Coach Abbott with
injuries.
This Saturday, Maine hosts
Northeastern at Orono in what we
hope will be a stunning upset.

Public Administration
Plans for the formation of a
Maine Chapter of the American
Society for Public Administration
will be discussed Thursday. November 2, at a dinner meeting at the
Holiday Inn. Augusta.
Dr. John C. Donovan, chairman
of the department of government
and legal studies at Bowdoin College, will speak on "Bureaucrats
and Policy Making." Dinner will
be served at 6:30 p.m., following
registration from 5:30 to 6:30.

I. I low do von know
Arnold is serious?
Ill' gave 1111 his
stuffed wombat.

1. TWA ',mill like life
itli a naturalist?
Arnold sit:is a imp tent
his ,.s,-r

Cf1111(1

W.Illt in .1 111/11,1%

FACULTY WORKSHOP
A pioneer in the field of advanced educational methods, including iFe use of automated teaching machnes, Dr. Alexander Schure.
will be toe speaker at a University
of Maine faculty television orientation workshop Thursday November 2.
Dr. Schure will speak at the
Orono campus and his address will
be heard at the Portland campus
over closed circuit television. This
is one of a series of sessions designed to acquaint Maine college
faculty members with the use of
television in teaching.

THE YOUNG
RASCALS

I. What'll you do for fun?
Co on overnight
iril Let hunts.

5. Yunmiy.
Arnold says we'll (Intl
meaning in the
vigor of outdoor life.

f1CW

WATERVILLE STATE ARMORY

ollege
gram
ations
ge of

Lagles eked out another 7 points
tollowinn a 37-yard march to the
nags. McCarthy carrying. A penalty gave the Maroon and Gold
another chance at the Blue 36. Six
plays later Q8 Fallon hit Gallup in
the end zone for another 6 points.
Gallivan's apnis made it 35-0.
A Bear threat erupted in the
second half after Steve Gravelle
grabbed a BC fumble. Charlie
anusli, Dave Wing, Tom Maine,,
and Tom Silver pooled their efforts
to bring
ball to the BC 9-yard
line before an interception quelled
the drive.
The third period saw another
Boston College score following the
recovery of a Bruin drive down-

NOVEMBER 10, 1967

4. Oh boy!
For food, it'll be
figs, curds and iivhe,

6 Gee, Malcolm is just the
opposite. Ile likes his
comforts. Before we
got engaged, he lined
up a good job. then he
got plenty of Living
insurance from Equitable •
to provide solid protection for a wife and family
and build a retirement
fund at the same time.
How do you return a
wombat without hurting
someone's feelings?

8 P.M.
3.00 PER PERSON

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.
The EtWITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home °thee 125.5 Ave of the Americas, Hew York. N.Y 10019
°Equitable 1951
An Equal Opportunity Employer, MjE
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Varsity, Frosh

cross
country teams victorious
by Russ Potter
Both the varsity and freshman
cross country teams ended their
regular seasons on a winning note
in home meets Saturday. 1 he varsity tuned up for the Yankee Conference Championships by stopping
Vermont 21 to 34 while the freshmen edged Old Town High School
27 to 28.
Steve Turner won the varsity
meet for Maine and Don Goodness
copped first place for the freshmen.
The varsity, 2-3 in dual meets
for Maine this season, hosts the
Yankee Conference Championship

meet this Saturday at II A.M. on
a special course at the Penobscot
Valley Golf Course. The class of
the conference would appear to be
Massachusetts, the defending tidist, and Connecticut rating a
slight edge on the basis of a one
point victory earlier this season
over Massachusetts.
Maine does not figure to have
the depth to challenge either
Connecticut or Massachusetts for
one of the top slots, but with a
home couise advantage the Black
Bears just might surprise the rest
of the pack.

Varsity hoopsters
prepare for season
by D. A. Steward
The roster of the 1967-68 varsity
basketball team has been released
by Coach Brian McCall. There have
already been two frosts-varsity
scrimmages and Coach McCall in-

tends to have more, as this year's
biggest,
rookies comprise "the
strongest freshman basketball team
we've had in years."
The varsity has been practicing
since October 15th for the December 2nd opener aiainst Assumption.

Dalers ready

Members of the 196748 Basketball Squad include:
SPORTS CALENDAR

Class
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Sophomore

WI.
180
190
180
175
155
160
175
180
165
l50
150
175
180

lir.
6-4
6-4
6-4
6-3
5-10
5-9
6-2
6-0
5-10
5-9
5-8
6-3
6-3

Name
William Armes
Gregory Burns
"Hugh Campbell
'John Eisenhart!
'Thomas Farrell
Terry Fillmore
Michael Kosiba
Thomas Lane
Michael McGuire
Loomis Osborne
'David Smith
'lames Stephenson
Russell Vickery

November 2 — Frosh soccer,
the Bates Ws at Orono, 1:30
November 3 — Frosh football, the Bowdoin (rash at
Orono. 1:30 p.m.
November 4 — Cross country.
the Yankee Conference Championships at Orono. 11:00 a.m.
— Soccer. Maine at Colby
in Waterville, 12:30 p.m.
— Football, Northeastern
at Orono. 1:30 p.m.
November 8 — Soccer, Maine
at Bates in Lewiston, 1:30 p.m.

'returning lettermen

The varsity cross country team, with a record of 2-3
in dual meets this year, will host the Yankee Conference
Championship contest. The big New England flied t will be
held this Saturday. November 4, at the Penobscot %Ale?
I:ountry Club golf course.

by Russ Potter
The Maine varsity soccer team
lied Colby I - I Thursday and fell
before Yankee Conference leader
Vermont 5 - 0 Saturday. After a
sluggish first half against Colby.
the Black Bears, stung by the
visitor's third period goal, came to
life. Swat Manthali climaxed the
rally with the game-tying goal midway through the final period. The
teams then battled through two
scoreless overtimes.

SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO

1 he Maine hooters trailed Vermont only I -0 at the first half.
largely on the brilliant goal-tending
of Ken Olsen. but the superior
speed and exper;ence of the host
squad was telling in the second
half when Vermont knocked in
four tallies.

MEAT

DEPT.

PORK CHOPS — Lean — Center Cuts
Country Style SPARE RIBS
Quarter LOIN PORK CHOPS
State o Maine Grade A FRYING CHICKEN
NEPCO LUNCHEON MEATS -- 7 Varieties

78c lb.
48c lb.
68c lb.
26c lb.
2'2 lb. avg.
Three 6 oz. pkgs. 97c

Whole

fl

Soccer team runs into
"juggernaut" at UVM

"We ran into a juggernaut,"
coach I nesev 'aid of Saturday's
encounter with UVM at Burlington.

Late Week Features:

•

The varsity with a 1 -3 will be
on the road for games Saturday
against Colby and Wednesday with
previous shut-out victim Bates.
These two clashes will decide
Maine's finish in the state series.
The freshman soccer team suffered a 3 to 2 defeat at the hands
of Keats Hill last Thursday when
its second half rally, led by goal.
scorers Rubin Hernandez and Jose
Byamal, fell a goal short.
The state series soccer standings
are: Bowdoin, 2-1-0; Maine,
1-1--1; Bates. I-1-0; and Colby 0-1-1.
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Sports Car Gymkhana
The Sports Car Club will hold a
gymkhana in the Steam Plant parking lot this Sunday. November 5.
Registration is at 11:30 a.m. and
the first run begins at 12:30. There
is a $3.00 entrance fee and the
charge for each extra run is $1.00.
Any CAI may enter the compeation.

Nlelani

GROCERY

A Winning Combination

DEPT.

Flaky Bake Bread — lb. loaf
Our Value Peaches — No. V2 can
Campbell's Chicken Noodle - Chicken Stars
Chicken and Rice
40 as can
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce
Planter's Peanut Butter — 18 oz. jar
Tree Sweet Sliced Crispies — 32 oz. jar
gal. — all flavors
Wellesley Farms Ice Cream —
"MIX OR MATCH" FROZEN VEGETABLE SALE -- 1 '2 lb pkgs
Staff Peas — Cut Corn -- Mixed Vegetables
Carrots -- Cut Green Beans
Peas

6 for 51 00
4 for Si 00

The tgent
for BSc
3 for 89c
49c
48c
69c

3 for $1.00

David M. Fenderson
66 School Street
•

Veazie
Tel.: 942-2109
•

PRODUCE
Florida (Juice) ORANGES
Maine Mac APPLES

DEPT.

The Plan

39c doz.
3 lb. 33c
Col II GE
INSURANCE

Come in and
"Play Post Time"

is.,'flti'iIfll'

The Company

American General
Serving You Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M..9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M. 6:30 P.M. Saturday
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